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ABSTRACT

In the proposed approach, melodic similarity is computed
as a content-based information retrieval task. To this end,
the initial incipit is considered as the query in a query-by-
example paradigm and the ranked list of potentially simi-
lar documents is given by the list of retrieved documents.
The approach to retrieval is based on document indexing,
where each document is described by alternative melodic
features of note substring with different lengths. The doc-
ument collection is separetely indexed for each feature.
The similarity between the query and the other documents
is computed only on indexes, obtaining a number of rank
lists of potentially similar documents. The final result is
given by the application of a data fusion technique on the
single rank lists..
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1 INTRODUCTION

The approaches for computing melodic similarity can be
coarsely divided in two groups: the ones that consider
the melody as a whole and the ones that segment it in
smaller units that are used as content descriptors. The for-
mer group can exploit a direct modeling of possible differ-
ences between perceptually similar melodies, usually at a
higher computational cost because the number of compar-
isons is linear with the number of documents. The latter
group can take advantage of a direct comparison between
content descriptors, which is efficiently implemented us-
ing ad-hoc data structures to match the small units, but it
has the drawback that its effectiveness heavily depends on
the kind of segmentation that is applied to the melody.

The algorithms presented in this paper belongs to the
second group. Melodic segmentation is exploited to ex-
tract a number of content descriptors, which are used to
index the melodies. Different segmentations and differ-
ent sets of features are exploited to describe each docu-
ment with a number of sequences of symbols, taken from
a finite alphabet. The distances between the query docu-
ment and the other documents in the collection are then
computed in a text retrieval fashion and by applying data
fusion techniques to merge individual indexes.

2 THE APPROACH

A typical task of a Music Information Retrieval (MIR)
system, based on the query-by-humming paradigm, is to
retrieve all the documents that are instances of a particular
music work, starting from an approximate excerpt of the
that work. The excerpt is normally provided by the user
as a short monophonic melody, sung or played. All the
documents that are not instances of the searched work are
usually considered irrelevant for the retrieval task, even if
they are perceptually similar to it. For this reason, most of
the approaches to content-based MIR consider the query
as a substring of the main melody of the document, with
possible local mismatches due to user’s mistakes in per-
forming the query, to imprecisions in the query transcrip-
tion, and to errors in the documents.

The task of retrieving documents being similar to a
query document can be considered a variant of the more
general query-by-example approach. In this case, the
query is exactly in the same form of the documents, and
the differences between the query and the documents are
not due to random errors, but to the fact that documents
are expected to be instances of different music works.
Notwithstanding these differences, the approach proposed
in this paper is to extend the results of previous research
work by Neve and Orio (2004) on query-by-humming
MIR to a melodic similarity task.

2.1 Document Segmentation

The first step consists in segmenting the original melodies
to obtain a set of short note sequences, to be used as doc-
ument descriptors. Document segmentation is based on
a simple N-grams approach. That is, the melody is con-
sidered as a sequence of events, and it is segmented by
extracting all its subsequences of exactly N events. The
idea of describing music documents through N-grams is
quite popular in the research area of MIR – see for in-
stance Downie and Nelson (2000) or Uitdenbogerd and
Zobel (1998), yet other approaches have been applied to
the segmentation task in order to take into account also
some a priori information about the music language, as
for Melucci and Orio (2004).

In the N-gram approach the choice of the size of the N-
grams, that is the value of N, is crucial. From an informa-
tion retrieval point of view, low values of N are expected
to give high recall, because short note sequences are more



probably shared by similar documents than longer se-
quences. As usual, the increase in recall can have the
drawback of a decrease in precision, because also very
different documents may share the same short excerpts.
On the other hand, high values of N are expected to in-
crease precision at the cost of a lowering in recall, espe-
cially for local mismatches between the query document
and the other documents in the collection.

A set of experiments, carried out on a collection of
monophonic melodies, highlighted that the two drawbacks
can be partially compensated by using a multilevel seg-
mentation. That is, the documents are segmented by using
N-grams for different values of N. Each value gives a dif-
ferent degree of overlapping between documents, that is
a different number of excerpts shared by documents: the
shorter the segment the higher the overlap. Different com-
binations have been tested with the training set provided
by MIREX, in order to compute experimentally the op-
timal segmentation for the melodic similarity task. Given
that the collection is made of music incipits, the maximum
value of N has been bounded by the minimum length of
documents in the experimental collection.

2.2 Melodic Features

The choice of which features describe a melody is as im-
portant as the way documents are segmented. As usual,
there is a tradeoff between precision and recall, which can
be tuned by different implementation choices. In particu-
lar, a complex combination of features, which corresponds
to a close representation of documents content, is expected
to improve precision, while simple features, which give a
more vague and general description of documents content,
are expected to improve recall.

It has been chosen to increase the number of alterna-
tive representations rather than choosing a single one, that
is to have a multifeature representation of music docu-
ments. Preliminary experiments showed that good results
can be obtained by using respectively: only the interonset
interval (IOI), only the pitch contour or delta pitch (DP),
and the combination of both features. In this way, doc-
uments are alternatively described by their rhythmic in-
formation only, by the pure melodic profile, and by the
complete melodic information. The approach can be ex-
tended using additional features, such as the local tonality
center or the relative frequence of pitches.

Both duration and pitch information can be quantized
in a fixed number of classes. For instance, DP can be
assigned to a number of interval classes, from a coarse
representation such as unison, ascending and descending
– or Same, Up, and Down as proposed by Ghias et al.
(1995) – to a fine grained representation such as unison,
ascending second, ascending third, and so on. It is also
possible to not perform any quantization at all, and to take
into account the complete information about the number
of semitones in the interval. Similar considerations apply
to the information about IOI and on IOI ratio. Also in this
case, the optimal configuration has been computed experi-
mentally, using the training set available by MIREX. Tests
showed that the best results in terms of retrieval effective-
ness are obtained without applying any quantization, apart

from clipping the maximum DP to an octave, and the max-
imum IOI to a whole measure.

Because the number of different symbols is known in
advance, each N-gram of a given feature can be described
in a compact way using a text-like representation. It can
be noted that quantization allows for reducing the number
of symbols, with a decrease in computational complexity
that can be relevant for a fully functional system.

2.3 Computing Similarity

After that each document has been represented by its mul-
tilevel N-grams of multiple features, the melodic similar-
ity is computed using a classical text information retrieval
approach. In particular, all the documents are indexed us-
ing their segments as content descriptors. Document in-
dexing is usually carried out to speed up retrieval, because
indexing is performed off-line and then the similarity be-
tween the query and the documents is carried out only
on indexes. It can be noted that, for the particular task
of melodic similarity in MIREX, document indexing may
not give advantages in terms of computing time, because
the increase due to the time taken for creating the index is
not compensated by the speed up at retrieval since there
were only

���
query documents for the complete task.

The N-gram approach to segmentation may give a
high number of segments that have little or no musical
meaning. Moreover, some segments including scales, re-
peated notes, or similar musical gestures, are likely to ap-
pear in many documents and hence to be poor discrimi-
nants among documents. In general, the degree by which
a segment is a good index may vary depending on the seg-
ment and on the document. This is a typical situation of
textual information retrieval, where different words may
describe a document to a different extent. For this reason
it is proposed to apply the classical �������
	
� measure, which
can be found in Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999). A
document is described by a sparse array, where each ele-
ment is associated to a different pattern in the collection.
The value of each element is given by the �������
	
� value,
that is the number of times a segment appears in the docu-
ment (the ��� term) is multiplied by the inverse of the frac-
tion of documents that contain that segment, computed in
log scale (the �
	
� term).

The index is built as an inverted file, where each term
of the vocabulary is a different segment. Each entry in the
inverted file corresponds to a different segment, and can
efficiently be computed in an expected time �� ��� with
an hashing function. Given the multilevel and multifea-
ture representation, a number of inverted files are built.
Inverted files can be efficiently stored in memory, even-
tually using compression, and accessed at retrieval time –
see Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999) for details in the
implementation. The size of the inverted file and the im-
plementation of the hashing function depend on the num-
ber of different segments of the complete collection.

The melodic similarity is carried out using the Vec-
tor Space Model, which widely used in text retrieval sys-
tems, that allows for computing the distance between the
vector of N-grams representing the query document and
the vector of N-grams representing each document. Given



a query document, for each document in the collection a
Retrieval Status Value (RSV) is calculated, the higher the
RSV, the closer the document with the query. A rank list
of potentially relevant documents is computed from each
RSV, obtaining a number of lists equal to the number of
levels multiplied by the number of features.

2.4 Merging the Individual Results

The similarity between couple of documents can be con-
sidered as a multidimensional vector, which dimensions
depend on the number of the N-grams lengths and the
number of used features. In principle, each dimension can
give a different rank list, where the relative order of the
documents may differ. For instance two documents may
have many 3-grams with exactly the same IOI but totally
different 4-grams of DP.

In the proposed approach, the individual results are
merged using a data fusion technique, as described in Lee
(1997), which is usually exploited by meta search engines.
In particular the different similarity scores are averaged,
obtaining a fused ranked list of similar documents. The
fusion is carried out using directly the RSVs of each el-
ement in the ranked list, with equal weights. The choice
of assigning equal weights to all the levels and all the fea-
tures is due to previous results on the performances of a
MIR system – see Neve and Orio (2004) – even if the tests
have been carried out on a query-by-humming paradigm,
which is quite different from a similarity task.

Experimental evaluation, with a query by query anal-
ysis, showed that data fusion gave a consistent improve-
ment of the retrieval effectiveness in comparison with in-
dividual rank lists. In particular, for each of the query
documents, the fused rank list always had higher preci-
sion than the one of the best single list.

3 RESULTS

Before submitting the algorithms to MIREX, a number
of experiments have been carried out on the training set,
which consisted of

���
query documents and ����� candidate

documents in the collection. This preliminary evaluation
allowed us to set the optimal configuration of the param-
eters, in terms of lengths of N-grams and quantization of
the features. A preliminary test has also been carried out
comparing alternative weighting schemes for the data fu-
sion step, showing that the sum of the individual RSVs
with equal weights gave the best performances.

The retrieval effectiveness has been tested using the
Average Dynamic Recall (ADR), which is the measure
used for the final comparison of the algorithms, together
with another well-known measure in the information re-
trieval community, the Average Precision (Av.Prec). It
turned out that the two measures gave very similar results
in terms of ranking of the retrieval effectiveness when the
parameters were varied.

The effect of the lengths of the segments has been
tested by running ��� experiments where the maximum
length ���
	�� of the N-grams were varied from  to �
notes. The minimum length � ��� � was varied accordingly
from � to � ��� �

notes. Three different levels of DP quan-

tization have been used – with classes of ������� � ��� � ���������
symbols respectively – while no quantization has been ap-
plied to IOI. The highest ADR and Av.Prec with the train-
ing set were

�! #"�$&%���'(�)�*�
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and they have been obtained with the following configu-
ration of the parameters (which is the one that has been
submitted to MIREX):

� ��� � $&4 ���
	 � $&%5� � $3�)�
It is interesting to note that, with �6�7$8�)� , the highest ADR
has always been obtained with � ��� � $84 for any ���
	 � ,
while when a coarse quantization has been applied, the
highest ADR has been obtained with � ��� � $9 for any
���
	 � . This may mean that short segments become rel-
evant when the DP representation is close to the original
melody, while longer segments are needed when the DP
quantization becomes coarser.

The results with the training set were slightly better
than the ones of the official runs that, with the same con-
figuration of the parameters, have been:
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It would be interesting to carry out a query by query anal-
ysis of the official runs for highlighting the motivations
of the different performances, in particular if the drop in
performances has been due to a general decrease in the
retrieval effectiveness or to same special case.

Comparing the results with the other algorithms sub-
mitted to the task, the performances of this approach are
encouraging. The algorithm placed itself at the second
highest position for almost all of the retrieval measures,
with

�1>
difference with the first one for ADR measure.
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